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How well do we know gravity at various scales ? 

poorly reasonably well well no precise data poorly poorly 

Theories that predict deviations from General Relativity  
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Experimental Approach  

Laboratory 
experiments Space-based experiments Astronomy Astrophysics Cosmology 

CMB 1 Gpc 1 Mpc 1 kpc 1 kAU 1 AU 1 mAU 1 mm 1 µm 

Controlled	experiments	 Astronomical	observations	

Techniques available to explore gravity 
clocks, 

interferometers, 
pendula 

LLR, GPS Ongoing space 
exploration missions 

Precision spectroscopy 
Galaxy surveys, 

pulsars 
 

Cosmology missions 
CMB surveys, 
Gravitational waves 

clocks, time links, accelerometers 

ESA	Fundamental	Physics	Roadmap	–		http://sci.esa.int/science-e/www/object/index.cfm?fobjectid=44552	



The	yardstick	of	the	solar	system	
(149597870700	m	since	2012)		
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Observables used in deep space navigation and solar 
system tests of GR 

Range rate (velocity) 
Phase comparison (carrier) in coherent radio links 
 
Best  accuracy attained (2-way, Cassini):   
1.5 10-6 m/s @1000 s (Ka-band /multilink radio 
systems)  

VLBI (angles) 

Time delay at two widely separated 
ground antennas 
 
Current accuracies: 
≈ 0.5-1 nrad (ΔDOR) 
 
(0.2-0.4 ns – further improvements 
limited by quasar position error) 

Range (light travel time)	

Phase comparison of modulation tones 
or codes in coherent radio links 
 
Current accuracies (2-way):   
0.5-2 m (incl. station bias)  
0.02 m (BepiColombo Ka-band /
multilink radio systems with wideband 
code modulation and delay calibration)  



Measurement of γ 
•  In GR, γ = 1 
•  Shapiro time delay 

•  Doppler shift  
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where G is the gravitational constant, c is the velocity of light and m the mass of the body 
producing the space-time curvature (e.g. the Sun); r1, r2 and r12 are respectively, the positions 
of the transmitter and the receiver and their mutual distance expressed in a system whose ori-
gin is in the center of mass of the massive body. If the receiver, the curvature-generating body 
and the transmitter are nearly aligned (i.e. near a superior conjunction in our case), it follows 
that + ≈r r r1 2 12, and the effect is enhanced. This phenomenon can be suitably used to test GR 
when a spacecraft is close to a superior solar conjunction (SSC). In this geometric configura-
tion radio waves sent toward the spacecraft and back to the ground station pass very close to 
the Sun surface and the equation (1) can be approximated as [6]:
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where b  ≪  r1,r2 is called the impact parameter (see figure 1). On the other hand, the signal 
also experiences a frequency shift given by:
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Such a solar conjunction experiment (SCE) was performed for the first time by the Cassini-
Huygens mission in its cruise phase to the Saturn system. The data analysis of the June 2002 
solar conjunction provided the estimate of ( )γ− = ± × −1 2.1 2.3 10 5 by means of Doppler 
measurements only [9]. The effects in equations  (2) and (3) directly impact on range and 
Doppler observables: the smaller the value of b, the larger the time delay and frequency shift 
will be. Note that the frequency shift also depends on the rate of change of the impact param-
eter. The larger /b td d  is, the larger the frequency shift. ‘Fast’ conjunctions offer better oppor-
tunities to test GR.

The use of the relativistic Doppler shift for testing GR during SSC was never used before 
Cassini because plasma noise due to the solar corona is very large when the beam passes very 
close to the Sun. Cassini overcame the problem by adopting a multi-frequency microwaves 
link at X and Ka bands (7.2–8.4 GHz and 34.0–32.5 GHz). The Cassini experiment was ena-
bled by two dedicated onboard units in addition to the standard X band transponder used for 
telecommands and telemetry: a frequency translator capable of receiving an uplink at Ka band 
(34 GHz) and re-transmitting it coherently (at 32.5 GHz), and a Ka band exciter providing a 
second Ka band signal coherent with the X band uplink. The supporting ground antenna (DSS 
25 of NASA’s deep space network, located in Goldstone, California) was equipped with a 
Ka band transmitter and additional instrumentation for precise antenna pointing and for the 
calibration of tropospheric delays. However, the Cassini radio link did not support plasma free 
range measurements.

Figure 1. The geometry of a superior solar conjunction.
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From: 
 
Clifford M. Will, 
“The Confrontation between General  
Relativity and Experiment”, 
Living Rev. Relativity, 17, (2014), 4. 
http://www.livingreviews.org/lrr-2014-4 
 



RMS	range	rate	residuals:	
	
								2x10-3	mm/s	@	300	s		

γ =	1	+	(2.1	±	2.3)×10-5		
γViking	=	1x10-3		

90	mm/s	one-way	range	rate	



MORE:	Mercury	Orbiter	
Radioscience	Experiment	
	
•  Multifrequency	link	for	

plasma	noise	suppression	
•  Advanced	water	vapor	

radiometer	for	wet	tropo	
calibrations	

•  Pseudo-noise,	wideband	
ranging	(24	Mcps)	

End-to-end accuracy  
(2-way): 
 
Δf/f = < 10-14 @ 103-104 s  
     
dρ/dt = < 3 µm/s @ 103-104 s  
 
δρ  = 20 cm @ 5-10 s 
         2-3 cm over 8 h 

Onboard transponders preserve phase 
coherence of the carrier and the PN code.   

 
Tests of relativistic gravity 
enabled mainly by  range data 

Gravity fields determined 
from range rate data over  
multiple orbital arcs. 



Launch: Ariane 5 (20 Oct. 2018) 
Solar Electric Propulsion  
Arrival at Mercury: Dec. 2025  
MPO orbit altitude: 400x1500 km 
 

BepiColombo: ESA’s mission to Mercury 

Magnetospheric Orbiter 
 

Planetary Orbiter 
 

SEP Module 



The Italian Spring Accelerometer 

Italian Spring Accelerometer (PI V. Iafolla, IAPS-INAF) 
•  Non-gravitational perturbations: direct solar radiation pressure, albedo radiation 

pressure, Mercury IR emission, thermal thrusts due to anisotropic IR spacecraft 
emission, gas leaks, etc.)  

•  NGA are large in the Hermean environment. Modelling errors lead to incorrect 
parameter estimation. 

•  Acceleration due to solar radiation pressure ≈ 10-6 m/s2. 

 

Z–sensitive axis

Y–sensitive axis

X–sensitive axis



The Italian Spring Accelerometer 

Square	wave

Error	@MPO	orbit	
period:	
T:	2.5	10-9 m/s2
R,N:	7	10-9 m/s2
∆T	=	4°

Error	@44	days
4.2	10-8	m/s2
∆T	=	25°

Errors	due	to	
vibrations

•  Scale (transduction) factor error 
±10-2 

•  ISA random error:  
     10-8  m/s2/Hz1/2 

•  ISA systematic error:  
o  Square Wave due to thermal 

disturbance from adjacent units  
o  4 sinusoids due to S/C vibrations 

in the measurement bandwidth 
(wheels, appendages, etc) 

o  Error at MPO period 
o  Error at half of Mercury period 

(flip-over maneuver)  

•  FIR filtering to reduce the high 
frequency noise 

•  Measurement bandwidth: 
o  10-4  – 10-1 Hz 



Relativity experiment 
MORE can determine the orbit of Mercury and Earth, using a fully 
relativistic dynamical model.  
 
PPN parameters currently considered: 
•  β: related to non-linear 3-body general relativistic interaction (β=1 in GR). 
•  γ: parameterizes the velocity-dependent modification of the 2-body 

interaction and measures the space curvature produced by a unit mass 
(γ=1 in GR). 

•  η: measures the contribution of the gravitational self-energy to the 
violation of SEP (η=0 in GR). 

•  α1, α2: describe the preferred frame effects (α1=α2=0 in GR). 

The addition parameters affecting the planetary orbits are: 
•  µSun: gravitational parameter of the Sun. 
•  ς:  time derivative of µSun , from variations in MSun and G. 
•  J2Sun: solar quadrupole coefficient. 
•  Test of 1/r2 - Graviton mass upper limits 



Measuring γ in cruise 

(Imperi & Iess, 2017) 



Accuracy as a function 
of minimum impact 
parameter  

Expected accuracies for 
different combinations 
of conjunctions and  
observation scenarios. 

(Imperi & Iess, 2016) 



Variations	of	solar	irradiance	during	cruise	tests	

#4	

SOHO	60	s	average	

Solar	Conjunction	#4	– σγ=8.1x10-6	

•  Solar	irradiance	fluctuates	by	0.01-0.1%	over	time	scales	of	hours	
•  Mitigate	the	adverse		effect	by	using	stochastic	dynamical	model		

Acceleration	due	to	SRP	=	1.8x10-7	m/s2	
Fluctuations	à		9x10-11	m/s2	
	



Stochastic	models	

Range	resid	from	deterministic	model	

Range	resid	with	stochasic	accelerations	



PPN parameters 
Parameter Current limit Method MORE 

β-1 7x10-5 

3.9 x 10-5 
INPOP global planetary fit 
MESSENGER range data 

10-6 

(Nordvedt + rescaling) 
(2.8 × 10−5  non-metric) 

γ-1 2.3x 10-5 Cassini SCE 1.1x10-6 

η 4.5x10-4  - 7.2x10-5 

2.6x10-6 
LLR – MESSENGER 
Pulsar in triple system 

3.0x10-6 (with rescaling) 
10-5-10-4 (no rescaling) 

α1 6x10-6 

4x10-5 
Solar system precession 
Pulsar-white dwarf 

6.1x10-7 

α2 3.5x10-5 

1.6x10-9 
Solar system precession 
Milliseconds pulsar 

1.3x10-7 

µSun 10 EPM global planetary fit 5.3x10-2 km3/s2 

J2Sun 10-8 

1.2x10-8 

9x10-9 

Helioseismology  
INPOP global planetary fit 
MESSENGER range data 

5.5x10-10 

ς 4.3x10-14 

1.6x10-13 
EPM global planetary fit 
MRO range data 

2.8x10-14 y-1 
 

(Imperi, Iess & Mariani, 2017) 

•  Combining MESSENGER and BepiColombo data looks very promising, especially 
for some PPN parameters.  



Uncertainties vs mission duration 

Figure 8: Improvements in the accuracy of the PPN and related parameters attainable with an extended mission.

The gain factor is the ratio between the accuracy attained with the nominal mission of one year and that coming

accounting for an additional extended phase.

Likewise, a significant gain is also undergone by ↵1, which would gain a factor ' 5 and by µ� and535

J2�, improved by almost a factor of 4.

7.2. Geodesy

The Keplerian elements of MPO hermean orbit at the beginning of the mission are written

in Table 8. Thanks to the gravity field provided by MESSENGER, the evolution of the orbit’s

geometry due to gravity perturbations can be predicted. As the orbital inclination is ' 90�, the540

longitude of the ascending node and the inclination itself will not change, while substantial changes

will occur about the argument of the pericenter and the eccentricity. The combination of the e↵ects

results in a drift of the pericenter toward the southern hemisphere and a reduction of its altitude

on the surface. The expected behaviour of pericenter and argument of pericenter are plotted in the

left side of Figure 9, while the right side gives the overview of the hermean orbit at the beginning545

of the mission and after two years.

After the one year nominal mission, the periherm will be in a specular position ' 15�S with

respect to the initial one. Since its altitude is simultaneously decreased down to ' 330 km,

the southern regions are better defined, as can be noted in the top panel of Figure 3. During

an extended phase, the pericenter will further drift toward the southern regions, meanwhile its550

altitude will continue to decrease. After two years the periherm will be at ' 43�S at an altitude of

' 255 km. As a consequence the gravity field in the southern hemisphere could be detected with

Table 8: Data of the hermean orbit of MPO at the beginning of the mission: semi-major axis a, eccentricity e,
inclination on the Mercury mean equatorial plane i , longitude of the ascending node ⌦, argument of pericenter !,
pericenter and apocenter altitudes Rp, Ra on the planets surface.

a e i ⌦ ! Rp Ra

' 3430 km ' 0.148 ' 90 ' 67.8 ' 16 N ' 480 km ' 1500 km

20



ISL	and	graviton	mass	 (Will,	2018)		

•  λg	>	2.8	×	1012	km,	inferred	from	solar-system	dynamics	(Talmadge	et	al.	1988)		
•  Three	events	GW150914,	GW151226	and	GW170104	λg	>	1.6	×	1013	km.		
•  Combined	MESSENGER-BepiColombo	data	set:	λg	>	1.0	×	1014	km	

Yukawa	potential		
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Conclusions and Outlook 

•  The quest for violations of GR continues ... but the theoretical 
framework is still uncertain. 

•  BepiColombo may go beyond current limits by a significant 
factor, testing several aspects of GR. Further improvement is 
expected for some parameters by combining the MESSENGER 
and BepiColombo data set. 

•  GAIA is expected to attain similar improvements on γ. The two 
missions will strenghen each other.  

•  Astronomical observations of PSR J0337+1715 pulsar in triple 
stellar system  (Archibald et al. 2018) are already providing an 
excellent test of SEP in the strong regime. More tests will come 
soon. Are we allowed to combine estimates in the weak and 
strong regimes?  


